
Rhamsés Soares
Senior Web Engineer

Phone: �5511998726545 Email: hi@rhams.es

LinkedIn: /in/rhamses GitHub: /rhamses

Website: rhams.es

Software Engineer with 15� years of experience. Loves the web and everything around it and is

enthusiastic about PWAs and a11y. Has leadership skills and believes that education and

communication are the bases to evolve.

Skills

I already know

Vue.js 5/5 Astro 4/5 React.js 2/5 Angular 2/5 SASS 5/5

Tailwind CSS 4/5 Bootstrap 5/5 CSS 3 4/5 TypeScript 4/5 Node.js 4/5

NestJS 2/5 Hono 2/5 PostgreSQL 2/5 MongoDB 4/5 Firebase 3/5

Cloudflare 3/5

I want to learn

Apollo GraphQL Supabase Cypress pnpm

I speak

Portuguese native English C1 Spanish B1

Work experience

Technical Leader 03/2023 � now

Seguros Unimed

⇢ In charge to assist the teams technically with new deployments

⇢ Working closely with the infrastructure team to finetune the lifecycle of a sprint

⇢ Report direct to the manager about technical KPIs

⇢ Working closely with the business coordinators and P.Os to streamline the communications

between IT and Business

⇢ Training the team in new technologies and methodologies

⇢ Working closely with the architecture team to define the best practices and patterns
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https://linkedin.com/
https://github.com/
http://localhost:3000/


Technologies: Angular, TypeScript, AWS Lambda

Senior Back-end Engineer 10/2022 � 02/2023

Justos

⇢ Development and improvement of new leads and onboarding API

⇢ Development of new tests and fixing old tests with new requirements from the business

team.

⇢ Working alongside QA and other engineers to tackle problems in sync.

⇢ Working under the Shape Up method to deliver more consistent and well thought out work.

Technologies: Node.js, Prettier, ESLint, Jest

Senior Software Developer � Tech Lead 05/2019 � 10/2022

Qualicorp

⇢ Development of new features on a broad range of softwares.

⇢ Support of legacy code and production ready systems

⇢ Started mentoring a few intermediate developers so we could move faster.

⇢ In charge of all technical decisions around the team's projects.

⇢ Working alongside managers when hiring new members for the team.

⇢ In charge of training the new members.

⇢ Represent the tech team on squads meetings, especially the ones involving success

metrics.

Technologies: Vue.js, Bootstrap, Node.js, AWS Lambda

Full Stack Developer 10/2013 � 05/2019

Creative House

⇢ Leader for the web operations and responsible for communications among the management

and clients about strategy and solutions.

⇢ Full stack development using Vuejs, Angular 1.x, jQuery, Browser APIs.

⇢ Back end development using different PHP frameworks: Slim, Laravel, Wordpress and

custom solutions.

Technologies: Vue.js, Bootstrap, WordPress

UX Developer 07/2008 � 05/2013

Tafner Software Solutions

⇢ Part of the back end development team, responsible for designing and running A/B tests on

interfaces.
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Technologies:WordPress

Projects

Tabela Fipe 12/2019 � now

Tabela Fipe is the central prince index of vehicles new or used in Brazil. Their site has a search

engine but it's very old and dated. My app tries to be better and more intelligent while algo

bringing the overall stats of the history of the price for each model.

Demo: https://golden-bulls-d73jd7.netlify.app

Repository: https://github.com/mark-freeman/golden-bulls

Technologies: Vue.js, Tailwind CSS, Cloudflare, ESLint, Prettier

Hashflags 01/2020 � now

On Twitter.com a paid #hashtag is called "hashflag", the main difference is that it contains a

custom icon for each #, this ads are centralized in a public accessible file from Twitter.com.

The file is time sensitive, deleting old records to input new ones. This project parses that file

and show all the entries since day 1.

This project is the sum of a few parts:

1� A crawler running on AWS Lambda as a cronjob to get every update on the hashflags raw

file from Twitter.com

2� A MongoDB instance that saves all the new entries and update the already existing ones.

3� A AWS S3 bucket that holds all the images to preserve state.

4� A interface built with Vue.js and Tailwind css that lists the data from the raw file and, when

it needed, from the MongoDB instance as well.

5� An api That parses the raw file and the MongoDB instance data to provide a stream of all

time data that it contains.

Demo: https://hashflags.amb1.io

Repository: https://github.com/rhamses/hashflags

Technologies: Vue.js, Tailwind CSS, Cloudflare, MongoDB

Education

Data Science 01/2023 � 12/2025

Cruzeiro do Sul

Associate Degree in Data Science
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Marketing � Bachelor 01/2013 � 12/2016

Anhembi Morumbi

Bachelor's degree. Specialization in marketing.
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